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**Ageism in Recruiting: Examining the Relationship between Coaches’ Age and Recruiting Ability in Power-5 Football**
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A recent trend among National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) sports is the targeted hiring of younger coaches. Such strategic hiring is, ostensibly, due to the perceived recruiting ability of younger, more energetic coaches. Given the importance of recruiting to overall programmatic success in college athletics, perceived recruiting advantage is a significant and influential motivator for those in leadership positions. To test the assumption of youthfulness as a key indicator of recruiting ability, the present study sought to analyze the relationship between coaches’ age and recruiting ability in Power-5 football. An analysis of the 2019 and 2020 Power-5 football recruiting classes indicate that coaches’ age is not a significant predictor of recruiting ability. The findings of this study challenge the conventional perception that youthfulness is integral to recruiting ability.
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The University of Georgia’s ascension to the preeminent football program in the Power-5 has been achieved through unparalleled recruiting success (Clay, 2022). According to 247Sports team recruiting rankings, Georgia has not finished worse than sixth and has signed the number one ranked recruiting class twice since Kirby Smart was hired as head football coach in 2016. In an interview after winning the Southeastern Conference (SEC) championship for the first time as a head coach in 2017, Smart praised the work of Georgia’s recruiting staff and specifically noted the value of hiring current students and recent graduates to recruiting positions:

That kid might be able to relate better than I can. He knows the music [recruits] listen to, where they go, what they want to see. The more juice you have, the more youthfulness, the better off you are. (Thamel, 2017, para. 15)

Such expressed emphasis on youthful enthusiasm and its inherent importance to establish relatability between recruiters and recruits is noteworthy given social effectiveness and the ability to form genuine connections with recruits are the most influential factors contributing to the enrollment decisions of prospective college athletes (Magnusen et al., 2011, 2014). As similar aged individuals hold a greater likelihood of immediate social relatability (Laiduc et al., 2021), athletic department institutional members’ (e.g., coaches, recruiters) age may be a significant indicator predisposing the ability for certain coaches to have recruiting success.

While recruiting personnel occupy a vital role in the recruitment of prospective athletes, National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) regulations permit only coaches to conduct recruiting activities off the campus of the institution itself (NCAA, 2022, Bylaw 11.7.1). Coaches’ ages and youthfulness are, accordingly, also markedly important to establishing relatability and successful recruiting (Backus, 2023). Less than two years after winning the College Football Playoff national championship, Ed Orgeron was fired as the head football coach at Louisiana State University (LSU). Amid a bevy of scandalous and salacious turmoil, Orgeron’s assistant coach and coordinator hires were heavily criticized as out of touch with prospective recruits:

Orgeron had a staff primarily composed of older White men who were past their primes, not as skilled at recruiting and not well-suited for relating to a young, primarily Black roster. It was a group comprised of old buddies. (Miller, 2021, para. 29)

While assortative race matching and tasking of disproportionate recruiting responsibilities based on race have been found to be commonplace, and extremely effective, in recruiting (Corr et al., 2022), the inability for older coaches hired by Orgeron at LSU to relate to prospective recruits seemingly influenced the deconstruction of a roster laden with National Football League (NFL) talent just two years prior to Orgeron being fired. As noted by Texas Christian University (TCU) athletic director Jeremiah Donati during the football program’s run to the CFP national championship game in 2022, “Young people know best about what young people want. We need to rely on them. They are our boots on the ground” (Maisel, 2022, para. 17).

Such youthful rationale in assembling a coaching staff is not limited to the present. In 1996, University of Notre Dame (Notre Dame) offensive line coach Joe Moore was fired by new head coach Bob Davie. Moore, a prominent figure in college football that had been at the university for
nearly a decade, had coached numerous players that went on to have successful careers in professional football. Davie justified firing the 64-year-old Moore by expressing his desire to hire someone younger that could, in part, relate more adequately to recruits (Lieberman, 2001). Moore filed an age discrimination lawsuit and a jury mandated Notre Dame remunerate the coach for lost wages, back pay, and court fees (Moore v. University of Notre Dame, 1997).

While youth has been characterized as “a desirable quality for modern college football coaching candidates” (Backus, 2023, para. 8), no study to date has quantitatively examined if coach age is a significant indicator in ability to successfully recruit prospective athletes. Seeking to examine the phenomenon of recruiting and coach age, the present study sought to contextualize the role of Power-5 football coaches’ ages and the ability to recruit highly ranked recruits (i.e., five- and four-star recruits). Given that higher rated recruits are more strongly correlated to athletic success (i.e., winning) (Caro, 2012; Elmasry, 2017; Kercheval, 2016; Mankin et al., 2021) and winning football games is integral to athletic department and institutional revenue streams (Brook, 2016; Grant et al., 2013; Sparvero & Warner, 2013), the value of signing five- and four-star recruits to athletics grant-in-aid (GIA) cannot be understated. To guide the methodological framework underpinning this study, the following research questions were formulated:

1. Are younger coaches more likely to sign five- and four-star recruits than older coaches?
2. Are younger coaches responsible for recruiting more prospective recruits than older coaches?

Methodology

Data Collection

Recognized as the industry leader in NCAA football recruiting rankings and news (247Sports, 2012), 247Sports was utilized to collect all recruiting based information for analysis in this study. For each recruit, 247Sports lists a primary recruiter that is the coach designated to be the lead recruiter for a given prospect. The primary recruiter is deemed to be the most influential coach in the recruitment of a prospective athlete. Accordingly, for the purposes of the present study every recruit that signed with a Power-5 football program in the recruiting classes of 2019 and 2020 was analyzed. Variables such as primary recruiter, recruit star rating (e.g., five-star, four-star, three-star), and recruit race were captured as part of the analysis. Coaches’ ages were identified through institutional athletic department media guides and available online coaching profiles. The researchers were able to identify the specific age for 93% of Power-5 football coaches included in this study (n = 1430). Coaches where specific age was unable to be identified typically had been coaching college football for over two decades. However, as specific age was not able to be ascertained, these 96 coaches and their corresponding recruits were removed from the study.

Data Analysis

This study was conducted as a secondary data analysis of college football recruits in relation to the age of recruiting coaches during the seasons of 2019-2020. The sample was comprised of 3,155 recruits rated as three-, four-, or five-stars by 247Sports. The age range for coaches was 25-73 which was broken down into seven age groups: 25-31,
32-37, 38-43, 44-49, 50-55, 56-61, and 62 years old or more. The intent of the analysis was to determine the extent to which a recruiting coach's age was related to the quality of the players they signed (i.e., star rating).

**Results**

In examining the entire sample, crosstabs were executed to demonstrate the average star rating of recruits by age group. Results indicated no significant difference between the age group of recruiting coaches in relation to the average star rating of recruits.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coach's age group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-31 years old</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-37 years old</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-43 years old</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-49 years old</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-55 years old</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-61 years old</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 or older</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To explore the results deeper, the data were subsetted to only include elite recruits, rated four- or five-stars, resulting in a sample size of 1,070 recruits. The results again indicated no significant difference between a coach's age group and the average star rating of recruits.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coach's age group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-31 years old</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-37 years old</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-43 years old</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44-49 years old</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-55 years old</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-61 years old</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 or older</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consideration was also given solely to five-star players (n = 101). Results indicated younger coaches are not more successful in signing the most sought-after recruits (i.e., five-stars) (n_{25-31} = 6, n_{32-37} = 22, n_{38-43} = 16, n_{44-49} = 22, n_{50-55} = 22, n_{56-61} = 9, n_{62 or older} = 4). While the 22 five-star recruits signed by the 32-37-year-old age group is notable, the same number of five-star recruits were signed by the 44-49- and 50-55-year-old age groups as well.

**Discussion & Implications**

Despite the proliferated belief throughout the NCAA recruiting industry, the results of this study indicate that no statistical relationship existed between age and recruiting success among the 2019 and 2020 Power-5 football recruiting classes. Across stratified age groups, Power-5 football coaches are similarly likely to successfully recruit...
fostered by the increased importance of younger recruits within the Power-5 football landscape. While structural alterations to college football may organically be driving older coaches out of collegiate athletics, opening a pathway for an influx of younger coaches seeking to prove themselves (Brown, 2023; Straka, 2023), age appears to be a mitigated factor within the recruitment of prospective athletes.

Such findings further illustrate the value of other influential factors prevalent to recruiting in Power-5 football. Commonly accepted components such as facilities, academic reputation, and tradition (Andrew et al., 2016, Popp et al., 2011) are perhaps of additional importance to the successful recruitment of prospective athletes. As social effectiveness has been found to be the most influential factor in collegiate athletics recruiting (Magnusen et al., 2011, 2014), findings illustrating the insignificance of age to recruiting in Power-5 football are noteworthy considering the prevailing rationale of youth as integral to establish social relatability (Backus, 2023; Miller, 2021; Thamel, 2017). The seemingly universal pretext for the hiring of younger coaches for their enhanced ability to effective recruit may be, somewhat, unfounded. While similar aged individuals may be predisposed to establish immediate social relatability (Laiduc et al., 2021), the combination of unique factors within the recruitment of Power-5 football players may occupy a greater role in a coach’s ability to cultivate an effective relationship with prospective recruits.

While the findings of this study are illustrative of the value of variables beyond coach age within Power-5 football recruiting, institutional normalities may continue to foster the belief that coach age occupies a significant function in the recruitment of prospective athletes. Brett Yormark, the commissioner of the Big XII Conference (Big XII), has repeatedly emphasized a desire to engage younger demographics in Big XII media content and athletic contests. While primarily motivated to attract younger demographics of fans, Yormark has also noted an increased desire to create content and experience that appeal to current and prospective college athletes as well:

"We want to get younger and more contemporary. You're starting to see that. If you look at social media, many of the student athletes that are participating in today's game, have commented on some of the things we've done. (Carlton, 2022, para. 9)"

Partnered with narratives such as Kirby Smart's desire for "youthfulness" among his staff to bolster recruiting and criticisms of older coaches' recruiting ability at LSU under Ed Orgeron, Yormark's emphasis on younger demographic appeal and the responses of current and prospective college athletes all may serve as influential messaging for coaches to pursue younger aged coaches for their perceived recruiting ability. The findings of this study, however, indicate that coach age may be a mitigated factor in determining the ability to successfully recruit and sign prospective athletes in Power-5 football to athletic GIA.

Conclusion & Future Research

The researchers chose to examine recruiting data from the two years immediately prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and the adoption of name, image, and likeness (NIL). An acknowledgement of the limitation caused by exclusion of recruiting rankings during the COVID-19 pandemic and since the adoption of NIL is necessary. However, such exclusion provides ample opportunity for future research...
examining coaches' age and recruiting rankings in the modern NIL era of Power-5 football.

In addition, recruiting seldom occurs in a silo. Head coaches are typically proactively involved in the recruitment of high-profile prospects (e.g., five-stars, quarterbacks) and numerous members of a football program are typically involved in successfully recruiting and signing prospective athletes to athletic GIA. While a noteworthy limitation, the nature of serving as a primary recruiter is indicative of the innate value a coach occupied in the successful recruitment of a prospective athlete. As such, the researchers were unable to identify any additional metric to accurately capture the relevance of coach age to recruiting ability.

In addition to examining the phenomenon of age and recruiting ability given the perceived significance of NIL to a prospective athletes' enrollment decision, future research analyzing coach age and recruiting ability in other NCAA sports may be insightful. Upon his hiring as the head men's basketball coach at the University of Florida in 2022, CBS Sports conducted an exposé on Todd Golden during his first months on the job. Golden's specific conversational tone when speaking with recruits was duly noted:

The way Golden's talking to [recruits] is not the way he's been talking to me or his staff. Understanding how to talk to players can give coaches an edge. At 37, Golden uses his age to his advantage. (Norlander, 2022, para. 74)

Perhaps such common misconception pertaining to coach age and recruiting ability as identified over two Power-5 football recruiting classes in this study is prevalent in other sports.
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